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Brand Position (UK)
 

InBody provides accurate medically rated and certified body composition products for the 

medical and health & fitness industry. We are committed to providing education and 

training solutions to customers whilst improving the experience and simplicity of body 

composition testing of the general public.

Built on reputation and excellence, we are dedicated to inspiring people through 

understanding, to lead a healthier life.



The Markets

There are two markets within the UK

1 – Medical (several verticals within this market)

2 – Health & Fitness

Each require a differing statement and position which will be used in communication and 

help shape messaging.

The statements will also help shape the market strategy and establish imagery/video 

content to ensure that the brand and products are explained accordingly to the audience.



Medical position (covers all medical markets)

InBody provides products that are accurate, medically rated holding a CE mark and certified 

to ISO standards for the medical industry. We are committed to providing education to our 

customers building relationships and improving awareness of body composition testing. 

InBody does not use empirical data meaning the extreme <5% and >5%, as well as everyone 

else can receive accurate results.

Built on reputation and excellence, we are dedicated to inspiring people through 

understanding, to lead a healthier life.



Health & Fitness position

InBody is the pinnacle of body composition products for the health & fitness market. 

Delivering medically graded products to the industry, providing accurate, comprehensive 

and meaningful results for your clientele. 

We are committed to providing education to develop and improve the understanding of 

body composition.

Built on reputation and excellence, we are dedicated to inspiring people and motivating 

them to lead a healthier life.



InBody as a Global Brand

Brand Mission (Global)

‘InBody is dedicated to inspiring and leading people to live a healthier life.’

Brand Vision (Global)

‘One day health will not only be measured by knowing your weight but by having an accurate insight about your body 

composition.’

CEO Message Dr. Kichul Cha

“Since InBody established in 1996, we have strived to operate as an excellent, 21st-century company. By fulfilling our 
corporate mission of contributing to society with world-leading technology. We will continue to support the growth of society 
with highly value-added products and services, facing all challenges and meeting your expectations with a deep sense of 
responsibility. InBody continues to grow day after as we don’t look for a big success at a time but all time we are trying to pile 
up small achievements. InBody is dedicated to inspiring, leading people to live a healthier life. Going forward, we will continue 
to follow our motto — “Makes Life better” — while steadfastly adhering to our guiding principles of passion, effort and 
innovation.”



Brand Values (Global)

 

•Education
Focusing on weight loss alone is not enough. We're moving the conversation away from BMI and weight loss and 

teaching the public on the importance of fat loss and muscle gain.

•Motivation
Making healthy choices is hard enough as it is. We seek to help businesses motivate their own clients on how to 

transform their lifestyle to create healthier and happier people.

•Application
The InBody Result Sheet has been specifically designed to give you outputs you need to see which diets and 

exercises are clearly working for you. Our cutting-edge technology takes the guesswork out.

•Innovation
We continuously push ourselves to be better than yesterday to create a better world for today and the generations 

to come. We're looking to the future with every new product that is produced.


